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Abstract. Robust parameter estimation in computer vision is frequently accom-
plished by solving the maximum consensus (MaxCon) problem. Widely used
randomized methods for MaxCon, however, can only produce random approxi-
mate solutions, while global methods are too slow to exercise on realistic problem
sizes. Here we analyse MaxCon as iterative reweighted algorithms on the data
residuals. We propose a smooth surrogate function, the minimization of which
leads to an extremely simple iteratively reweighted algorithm for MaxCon. We
show that our algorithm is very efficient and in many cases, yields the global so-
lution. This makes it an attractive alternative for randomized methods and global
optimizers. The convergence analysis of our method and its fundamental differ-
ences from the other iteratively reweighted methods are also presented.
Keywords: Reweighted `1 methods, Maximum Consensus, M-estimator
1 Introduction
Robust estimation of model parameters is a critical task in computer vision [1]. The
literature on robust estimators is vast [2], encompassing different robust criteria and
the associated algorithms. In computer vision, however, maximum consensus (Max-
Con) is one of the most widely used robust criteria. Accordingly, algorithms for solving
MaxCon have been researched extensively in recent years and people have developed
a number of ways to solve this. In this article we seek for a fast iterative method for
model estimation under MaxCon criterion.
Definition 1. MaxCon criterion Given a set of measurements X = {xi}ni=1, find the
model parameters θ ∈ Rd that agree with as many of the data as possible. i.e.,
max
θ, I⊆X
|I| subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ , ∀xi ∈ I, (P1)
where r(θ;xi) is the absolute value of the residual of θ at the point xi, and  is the
inlier threshold. The point set I is called the consensus set w.r.t. θ. A data point xi is
called an inlier w.r.t. θ if xi ∈ I; otherwise, it is called an outlier.
Problem (P1) can also be written by introducing slack variables, one for each data
point, as follows:
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
1(si) subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0, (P2)
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where 1(si) is an indicator function that returns 1 if si is non-zero. Effectively, a point
xi with a strictly positive slack si is regarded as an outlier. Formulation (P2) thus seeks
the MaxCon solution by minimizing the number of outliers. The equivalence between
the formulations (P1) and (P2) can be easily established. The optimized slack values
can be interpreted as shrinkage residuals, to borrow a term from the area of shrink-
age operators [3]. In most of the geometric problems, the residuals are linear or quasi-
convex [4]. The quasiconvex functions have convex sub-level sets and the constraints
r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0 form a convex set C under quasiconvex (or linear) residuals.
Now the question is whether minimizing the piecewise objective of (P2) under the
convex constraints C is an easy problem? In the following Lemma we show that the set
of stationary points of (P2) is in-fact the feasible set C itself. This makes the problem
difficult to optimize.
Lemma 1. Any feasible point (θ∗, s∗) ∈ C is a local minimum of (P2).
Proof. LetO∗ be the support set of s∗, i.e.,O∗ = {i : s∗i > 0}. Let s∗+ := mini∈O∗ s∗i
and δ ∈ (0, s∗+). Then the MaxCon objective |O| =∑i 1(si > 0) is non-decreasing
in the max-norm neighbourhood
Nδ := {s ∈ Rn : si ≥ 0, ‖s− s∗‖∞ ≤ δ}.
The above is true because, by construction for any feasible s ∈ Nδ has at least the
same number of non-zeros as s∗. If s ∈ Nδ is not feasible, it leads to the infinite
objective. Thus, the MaxCon objective |O| is not lower than the value at (θ∗, s∗) in the
neighbourhood s ∈ Nδ . In summary, all feasible points (θ∗, s∗) ∈ C are local minima
of (P2) in a neighbourhood of (θ∗, s∗). uunionsq
Thus MaxCon is a combinatorial optimization problem that is very challenging. It is
typically approached by randomized sample-and-test methods, primarily RANSAC [5]
and its variations [6–9]. These randomized sampling methods are limited to a “sim-
ple model”, i.e., would not work for Bundle Adjustment (or translation registration).
Moreover, the random nature of the algorithms results in approximate solutions with no
guarantees of local or global optimality; indeed sometimes the result can be far from the
optimal. Presently, several globally optimal algorithms exist [10–14], however, they are
usually based on branch-and-bound or brute force search, thus, they are only practical
for small problem sizes n.
What is surely missing, therefore, is an efficient and deterministic algorithm for the
MaxCon problem. A number of variations of RANSAC are available, e.g., LO-RANSAC [15,
16], nonetheless, these methods follow similar mechanism of RANSAC. MLEsac [7,17]
optimizes a (slightly) different criterion than MaxCon. Although, both are MLEs –
a noise model with uniform inliers and outliers is utilized in MaxCon; in contrast,
MLEsac utilizes Gaussian inliers and uniform outliers. In this work, we develop an
iterative refinement scheme for MaxCon optimization (P2) that produces near optimal
solutions. Thus, the proposed method lies in-between fast but very approximate solu-
tions and superior but slow global optimal solution.
2
2 Iterative Reweighted `1 methods
The convex relaxation to (P2) is the minimization of absolute sum of the shrinkage
residuals (assumed bounded)
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
si subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0, (1)
which is also a robust estimation of the model parameters θ. Olsson et al. [18] used
this formulation for outlier removal by iteratively solving (1) and removing the points
with positive shrinkage residuals. Since `1 norm is linear, (1) optimizes a linear objec-
tive functional under convex constraints C and hence can be solved efficiently with the
existing optimizers [19, 20].
The difference between the objective of (P2) and (1) is in how the weighting of
the magnitude of s affects the optimal solution. Specifically, the larger coefficients are
penalized more heavily in (1) than smaller coefficients, unlike in (P2) where positive
magnitudes are penalized equally.
2.1 Proposed Smooth Surrogate function
The MaxCon (P2) cannot be solved directly due to the presence of a large number of
local solutions. We utilize the regularized smooth surrogate Gγ(s) =
∑n
i=1 log(si+γ)
to reduce the number of local solutions of `0, and arrive at the following constrained
concave minimization problem,
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
log(si + γ) subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0. (P3)
γ is a parameter chosen as a small positive number to ensure the measure is bounded
from below, since si can become vanishingly small. This damping factor γ can also be
observed as a regularization of the optimization [21].
2.2 Minimization of the smooth surrogate function
The general form of (20) under the convex constraints C
min
u
f(u) subject to u ∈ C, (2)
where f is concave and C is convex. As a concave function f lies below its tangent, one
can improve upon a guess u of the solution by minimizing a linearisation of f around
u. This yields the following iterative algorithm
u(l+1) := argmin
u∈C
f(u(l)) +
〈
∇f(u(l)), (u− u(l))
〉
:= argmin
u∈C
〈
∇f(u(l)), u
〉
, (3)
with the initialization u0 ∈ C. Each iteration is now the solution to a convex problem
[22]. For (20), substituting∇Gγ(s) = [1/si + γ] in (3) yields
(θ(l+1), s(l+1)) := argmin
(θ, s)∈C
n∑
i=1
si/(s
(l)
i + γ). (4)
3
Defining w(l)i = (s
(l)
i + γ)
−1, we obtain the proposed iterative reweighted method: at
each iteration it solves the following weighted problem
(θ(l+1), s(l+1)) := argmin
θ, s
n∑
i=1
w
(l)
i si
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0,
w
(l)
i := (s
(l)
i + γ)
−1.
 (S1)
The details of the initializations are in Section 5. Note that computation of a step-size
or a line-search is not required which can significantly speed-up the computation.
As the residuals of most of the 3D geometric problems under study are quasicon-
vex [23], our algorithm is guaranteed to converge (shown in Section 3) for any r(θ;xi)
that is quasiconvex. Thus, the proposed algorithm minimizes a linear objective under
quasiconvex residuals [4]. This motivates us to call proposed algorithm IR-LP to dis-
tinguish it from traditional IRL1. Note that under linear residuals, IR-LP solves only a
linear program (LP) in each iteration.
Other properties of (20) Let (θ∗, s∗) be a minimizer of (20). Then, the Lagrangian is
given by
L(s,θ;λ, µ) =
∑
i
(
log(si + γ) + λi
(
r(θ; xi)− ε− si
)− µisi) (5)
where λi ≥ 0 and µi ≥ 0 are Lagrange multipliers. The KKT conditions are as follows
1
s∗i + γ
− λi − µi = 0,
n∑
i=1
λi∇θr(θ∗; xi) = 0
λi[r(θ
∗;xi)− − s∗i ] = 0, µis∗i = 0
r(θ∗;xi) ≤ + s∗i , s∗i ≥ 0, λi ≥ 0, µi ≥ 0.
(6)
From the first condition, we know λi + µi = 1/(s∗i + γ) > 0 which implies both of µi
and λi can not be zero simultaneously. Hence, for each i, one of the constraints s∗i ≥ 0
or r(θ∗;xi) ≤ ε+s∗i is always active. A local minimum (θ∗, s∗) is, thus, characterized
by
s∗i =
{
0 if i ∈ I
r(θ∗;xi)− ε if i ∈ O,
where O is the support set of s∗. O can also be considered as an outlier set as s∗i > 0
corresponds to an outlier point. Thus, I can be considered as an inlier set. Note that for
i ∈ O, λi = 1/(s∗i + γ) and for i ∈ I, λi = 0. Thus by (6),∑
i:r(θ∗; xi)>
∇θr(θ∗; xi)
r(θ∗; xi)− + γ = 0, (7)
which says that the weighted sum of the gradients corresponding to the outliers at a
minimum (θ∗, s∗) vanishes. However a direct relationship with the optimal choice of
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Fig. 1: Different objectives are plotted on a synthetic data.
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γ and the number of outliers can not be derived which would have given a potential
choice of γ. The choices of γ are further discussed in Section 5.
Compared to (P2), where all feasible points are local minima due to lemma 1, (20)
reduces the number of local minima by increasing γ. In Figure 1, we display the ob-
jective of (20) on a synthetic 2D line fitting problem, under different values of γ. As
γ increases, the topographic surface of the objective function is flatten and fewer local
minima are observed. This is an empirical evidence that Gγ smoothens the objective of
(P2) in a sensible way. The choice of γ is discussed further in Section 5.
The connection with basis pursuit
In the basis pursuit problem, one aims to recover the sparsest signal θ ∈ Rd from the
measurements y ∈ Rn, with respect to a dictionary φ ∈ Rn×d:
min
θ
d∑
k=1
1(θk) subject to y = φθ. (8)
Candes et al. [24] also proposed a smooth surrogate
∑d
k=1 log(|θk|+γ) of the objective
above that results an iteratively reweighted `1-norm minimization (IRL1) algorithm
for (8). Specifically, at the l-th iteration, the following weighted `1 problem is solved
θ(l+1) := argmin
θ
d∑
k=1
w
(l)
k |θk| subject to y = φθ,
w
(l)
k :=(|θ(l)k |+ γ)−1.
(9)
Though related, (P2) and (8) are quite different problems.
– The former seeks sparsity on the shrinkage residuals s (parameters θ allowed to be
dense), while the latter seeks sparsity in θ.
– Further, the constraints in (P2) are usually over-determined (n > d), while for (8)
the constraints are under-determined (d > n).
– Moreover, the proposed method (S1) can also be treated as maximization of residual
diversity [25, 26]. Interested readers are referred to the extended version.
Although, the proposed reweighted algorithm is inspired by Candes et al. [24], above
set our work apart from [24] that has different theoretical underpinnings. Thus, the
methods for basis pursuit problems cannot be directly adapted here.
3 Convergence analysis
In this section, we analyse the convergence of the proposed algorithm (S1). Let A :
U → P(U) be an algorithm defined on a set U where P(U) is the power set of U .
Given A, Zangwill’s global convergence theorem [27] is stated as
Theorem 1. Let A : U → P(U) generate a sequence {u(l)}∞l=0 through the iteration
u(l+1) ∈ A(u(l)), given an initialization u(0) ∈ U . Let Γ ⊂ U be a set called solution
set. Further, let A satisfy the following constraints
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C1. The points in {u(l)} are contained in a compact subset.
C2. If Γ is the solution space of A, then, there is a continuous function L(u) : U → R
satisfying {
L(u(l+1)) < L(u(l)) if u(l) 6∈ Γ
L(u(l+1)) ≤ L(u(l)) if u(l) ∈ Γ (10)
C3. The algorithm A is closed at points outside Γ .
Then, every convergent subsequence of {u(l)}∞l=0 converges to a solution of A.
Lemma 2. Let us define the solution space Γ as the set of stationary points of (20).
Then sequence {s(l)}∞l=0 generated by the proposed algorithm A (S1) satisfies the
global convergence theorem.
Proof. We show that the conditions for the Theorem 1 hold for the sequence {s(l)}∞l=0
generated by the algorithm A.
C1. Every closed and bounded set is compact. An equivalent condition is that the points
in the sequence and its accumulation points are bounded. We can certainly find an upper
bound of sequence {s(l)}∞l=0 generated by A. Such bounds exist as for a finite solution
with finite points residuals cannot be arbitrary large. Moreover, the accumulation points
are no greater than the bounding values. Therefore, such a compact subset S can be
constructed from the bounds.
C2. Given a real number γ > 0, define L(s) : C → R
L(s) =
n∑
i=1
log(si + γ) (11)
where C is the feasible region defined by the constraints in (P2). For the points s(l) 6∈ Γ
1
n
(
L(s(l+1))− L(s(l))
)
=
n∑
i=1
( 1
n
log(s
(l+1)
i + γ)−
1
n
log(s
(l)
i + γ)
)
=
n∑
i=1
1
n
log
s
(l+1)
i + γ
s
(l)
i + γ
< log
( 1
n
n∑
i=1
s
(l+1)
i + γ
s
(l)
i + γ
)
≤ log
( 1
n
n∑
i=1
s
(l)
i + γ
s
(l)
i + γ
)
= 0⇒ L(s(l+1)) < L(s(l)).
Here the first inequality follows from the strict concavity property of the log(.) function.
Note that the equality happens only when s(l+1) = s(l) which implies
〈∇f(u(l)), u〉 =
0 (by eq. (3)). Thus the inequality is strict for s(l) 6∈ Γ . The second inequality follows
from the fact that s(l) is obtained by minimizing
∑n
i=1 si/(s
(l)
i + γ), s ∈ C and log(.)
is monotonic increasing. Moreover, for s(l) ∈ Γ
s(l+1) = s(l) =⇒ L(s(l+1)) = L(s(l))
and s(l+1) 6= s(l) =⇒ L(s(l+1)) < L(s(l)).
(12)
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Thus s(l) ∈ Γ implies L(s(l+1)) ≤ L(s(l)).
C3. A continuous mapping from a compact set to a set of real numbers is a closed
map [28]. The mapA is continuous and the set S, containing the elements of {s(l)}∞l=0,
the range of the mapping A in our algorithm, has already been proven as compact. uunionsq
Theorem 2. For any starting point {θ(0), s(0)} ∈ C, there exist a subsequence of the
sequence generated by (S1) converges asymptotically to a stationary point of (20).
Proof. The sequence {s(l)}∞l=0 is compact. Therefore, there must exist a convergent
subsequence {s(pl)}∞l=0 of {s(l)}∞l=0. By Lemma 2, the convergent subsequence {s(pl)}∞l=0
converge to a stationary point of (20).
uunionsq
The above theorem shows that the objective of (20) generated by the sequence {θ(l), s(l)}∞l=0
strictly decreases and converges to a local minimum or a saddle point of (20). Further,
by lemma 1, any feasible solution of (20) is also a local minimum of (P2). Thus, the
proposed algorithm (S1) is guaranteed to find a local minimum of (P2).
4 Runtime Complexity
The complexity of the proposed methods IR-LP depends on the complexity of the each
iteration as maximum number of iterations L is fixed. The global methods [12] and [10]
that require O(kd+1) and O((d + 1)k) number of iterations respectively, where d is
the dimension of the problem and k is the number of outliers. Note that the above
numbers are enormous compared to L (choices of L are discussed in results Section of
the extended version). Further, in each iteration, those global methods solve a similar
linear program or convex program. Furthermore, like [12], except the initial iteration,
we initialize by the solution of the previous iteration.
Linear Residuals IR-LP solves a LP in each iteration which is remarkably efficient
in practice. Moreover, as the coefficient matrix is extremely sparse, it becomes an effec-
tive solver [22]. Although, there are worst-case polynomial time algorithms for solving
a LP, e.g.Karmakar’s projective algorithmO(n3.5), we utilize an approximate solution3,
which is solved in linear time [29].
Quasiconvex Residuals IR-LP minimize linear objective under convex constraints
that can be solved by an interior point algorithm [30] in polynomial time.
5 Parameter Settings
Initialization
The initialization of the shrinkage residuals s(0) can be aided using any fast approximate
method. However, the initialization should not be too far from the optimal solution. In
all of our experiments, unless stated otherwise, we initialize s(0) = 1 and then iterate
3 Since s(l) is only used to compute the weights w(l+1) in the next iteration, an approximate
solution, which still minimizes the objective, is sufficient to initialize s(l+1).
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the first iteration to find a suboptimal solution θ(1). Again, θ(1) is utilized to update the
shrinkage residuals s(1). A better initialization (RANSAC solution or iterative `∞ [31])
leads to a better solution in some cases, however, our chosen trivial initialization works
well in most of the applications. The results under different initializations are discussed
in the extended version.
Selecting γ
In the proposed algorithm, the constant γ serves to bound the smooth objective from
below, and also regularizes the optimization to avoid the stiffness to the solution where
s
(l)
i = 0; intuitively, note that there will be points (i.e., the inliers) where the slack values
are zero. In general, the algorithm works reasonably well with a small independent
choice of γ. In this work, however, we chose γ = 0.01 for all the experiment reported
and got satisfactory results.
In the literature of reweighted methods, some works [24, 32] exhibit better perfor-
mance on some datasets by adapting γ. Specifically, [24] chose γ(l+1) = max{s(l)+, 0.01}
where s+ are the positive slack variables, [32] utilized an annealing schedule and forced
γ(l+1) → 0. However, note that for adaptively chosen γ(l), one can no longer guarantee
the convergence of the algorithm.
Stopping Criterion
Proposed iterative reweighted method IR-LP is executed till the objective function in
two consecutive iteration is less than ζ or maximum number of iterationsL is exhausted.
Now, if s(l) and s(l+1) are the shrinkage residuals of (S1) in consecutive iterations,∑N
i=1 w
(l)
i s
(l)
i −
∑N
i=1 w
(l)
i s
(l+1)
i ≥ 0. We terminate the iteration once the difference
is less than ζ, i.e.,
0 ≤
N∑
i=1
s
(l)
i /(s
(l)
i + γ)−
N∑
i=1
s
(l+1)
i (s
(l)
i + γ) ≤ ζ
⇒ 0 ≤
∑
s
(l)
i > 0
(s
(l)
i − s(l+1)i )/(s(l)i /γ + 1)−
∑
s
(l)
i = 0
s
(l+1)
i ≤ γζ
Thus for a smaller value of γ, the above constraint enforces a small variability of s(l+1).
Notice that γ is not involved for the inlier residuals in the above expression. Thus, a
small number of iteration L is required for a small choice of γ. However, in practice
with the above choice of γ, the proposed method works quite well with L = 25 and
ζ = 10−4.
6 Results
To evaluate the proposed method IR-LP, a number of experiments have been performed
on synthetic and real datasets. We compared IR-LP against state-of-the-art approximate
methods for MaxCon, namely
9
– IR-QP: a reweighted least square scheme obtained by replacing each iteration of
(S1) by a quadratic program (QP) under linear or quasiconvex residuals (described
in the extended version). Note that there is no closed form solution of each iteration
and one needs to solve a convex quadratic program.
– Olsson et al.’s `1 method [18]; see (1).
– Sim and Hartley’s `∞ method [31], where the `∞ is recursively solved and the data
with the largest residuals are removed from the subsequent iterations.
– As a baseline, we ran vanilla RANSAC with confidence ρ = 0.99 [5].
– MLEsac method [7], that adopts similar sampling strategy as RANSAC to instanti-
ate models, but chooses the one that maximizes the likelihood.
– We also run locally optimize LO-RANSAC [16] as a baseline. We only run our own
implementation where the parameters were carefully chosen from Table 1 of [16].
The stopping criterion was considered same as vanilla RANSAC.
– For the experiments with real data, we also consider L-RANSAC – allowing vanilla
RANSAC to run same amount of time as the proposed method IR-LP.
– We also execute a global method ASTAR [12]4 with maximum allowable runtime
300 seconds. Note that as the global method is terminated early, it cannot guarantee
optimality.
All the methods were implemented in Matlab and executed on a i7 CPU .
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Fig. 2: Hyperplane fitting results. Proposed IR-LP clearly dominates the other methods.
Please see text for details.
4 http://pulakpurkait.com/Data/astar_cvpr15_code.zip
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Note that when r(θ;xi) is linear, the subproblems (each iterations) of `1 and pro-
posed IR-LP are LPs, while for IR-QP the subproblems are QPs. The optimization
toolboxes `1-magic5 [33] and cvx6 [34] are employed to solve the LPs and QPs. When
r(θ;xi) is quasiconvex, the subproblems of all the methods are convex programs [22];
we solved each convex program instances again with cvx.
6.1 Hyperplane fitting
We generated N = 250 points around an 8-dimensional hyperplane under Gaussian
noise with σin = 0.1. A number of the points (5%–80%) were then corrupted by a
uniform noise (interval [−10, 10]) to simulate outliers. The inlier threshold was chosen
as  = 0.3. For a chosen outlier percentage, we generated 100 instances of the data and
ran the different methods. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the average consensus size and
run time over the synthesized data.
While `1, `∞ and RANSAC were very fast, they usually produced lower quality re-
sults, in terms of the discrepancy with the global solution. While the solution quality
of IR-LQ was better to `1 and RANSAC, it was much slower, owing to the fact that
a QP needs to be solved in each iteration. MLEsac is slower than other randomized
method as it has an additional inner loop to estimate the mixing parameter. Further,
unlike RANSAC, no probabilistic bounds for number of iterations has been incorpo-
rated for MLEsac and executed for 500 iterations. However, as MLEsac has different
criterion (ML) for model estimation, it produces no better solution than other subop-
timal methods. LO-RANSAC performs quite well for low outlier ratio. It is clear from
the figures that proposed IR-LP was able to produce near optimal solutions in all the
cases; in fact, we observed that IR-LP produced optimal solutions in almost 30% of the
runs. Furthermore, the proposed IR-LP is most effective for the cases with (50%–70%)
outlier ratio which are the most common scenarios for the real datasets.
6.2 Homography fitting
In this experiment, we used images from the Oxford Visual Geometry Group7, namely,
Valbonne Church (image index 4 and 7), University Library (image index 1 and 2), and
Keble College (image index 2 and 3). These images have been used extensively in previ-
ous works on geometric estimation. On each image pair, SIFT key-points were detected
and matched using the VLFeat toolbox8, where the second nearest neighbour test was
invoked to prune wrong matches. We used the default parameters in VLFeat. Both lin-
earised residuals and geometric (quasiconvex) residuals are considered for homography
estimation, which involves estimation of an 8D parameter vector θ.
Linearised residuals The reader is referred to [35, Section 4.1.2] on linearising the
residuals for homography estimation. Each point-sets were normalized separately by
5 http://statweb.stanford.edu/˜candes/l1magic/
6 http://cvxr.com/cvx/
7 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/˜vgg/data/
8 http://www.vlfeat.org
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translating to mean = 0 and scaling to std =
√
2. The inlier threshold  was chosen as
 = 0.1. Table 3 presents the results of all methods. For RANSAC and other randomized
methods, the results were averaged over 100 runs. While `1 was very fast, its solution
quality was very poor — this was most likely because the distribution of outliers in
real data is not balanced, unlike in synthetic data where the outliers were considered to
be uniformly distributed. It can also be seen that IR-QP is much slower than the other
methods. We executed an efficient implementation of LO-RANSAC, but we believe, it
has similar runtime complexity as RANSAC. In contrast, IR-LP always produces larger
size consensus set, and while its runtime was longer than RANSAC, LO-RANSAC and
`1, it was much faster than IR-QP. This proves overall better performance for IR-LP.
Quasiconvex residuals Model estimation under quasiconvex residuals is more geo-
metrically meaningful, and inlier thresholds can be quoted in geometric units (pixels).
The reader is referred to [23] for the precise formulation of quasiconvex residuals for
homography estimation.
Results under the inlier threshold  = 1 pixels are shown in Table 3. On average
proposed IR-LP managed to return the approximate solution that is better than the other
methods. Both IR-QP and IR-LP were able to significantly improved upon the other
methods, and the final solution quality of IR-QP/IR-LP were much higher than iterative
`1 and `∞. Under quasiconvex residuals, IR-LP is equally expensive as IR-QP due to
the requirement of solving convex programs.
6.3 Fundamental matrix estimation
We repeat the previous experiment, for linearised fundamental matrix estimation, on the
same set of image pairs. Refer to [35, Section 9.2.3] for the precise procedure in linearis-
ing the residual for fundamental matrix estimation. The normalizations of the individual
point-sets were also performed here. θ is also 8-dimensional and inlier threshold  was
chosen to be 0.1. To test the optimum performance of all methods, we did not enforce
the rank-2 constraint on the resulting fundamental matrices in all the methods.
We observe that a simple choice of the initialization s(0) = 1 does not lead to a sat-
isfactory local solution for this experiment. Here we initialize θ by the solution of the
iterative `∞ algorithm [31] θ∞. The shrinkage residuals s(0) for all the points are then
computed by evaluating residuals at θ∞. The RANSAC solution could also be another
choice for initialization. However, iterative `∞ was chosen purely on computational ba-
sis. The results of different methods are shown in Table 3. The runtime for the iterative
`∞ is added with the runtime of IR-LP and IR-QP. As the iterative `∞ method is very
fast, its local refinement by proposed method is an attractive choice for fundamental
matrix estimation.
7 Conclusions
In this work, we formulated the maximization of the size of a consensus set as the it-
erative minimization of the re-weighted `1 norm of the shrinkage residuals. Then, we
illustrated different smooth surrogates of MaxCon. Followed by the minimization of a
13
smooth surrogate that led to an iterative reweighted algorithm IR-LP. A convergent anal-
ysis and the runtime complexity of IR-LP are also discussed. Furthermore, a number of
reweighted methods is derived for this task and compared with the proposed method.
Experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed method compared to the exist-
ing approximate methods. Finally, we would like to draw an attention to the fact that, in
the linear residual case, each iteration of our algorithm simply requires solving a single
LP, and thus the method can be implemented very easily using the existing optimiza-
tion tools. Thus, our method can surely be used as a replacement of the randomized
methods.
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Supplementary Material:
8 MaxCon - minimizing diversity of residuals
In this section, we derive the connection between the Maximum Consensus problem
and the Majorization-Minimization (MM) algorithm9. The MaxCon can be written as
follows:
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
1(si),
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0,
(13)
where 1(si) is an indicator function that returns 1 if si is non-zero. The convex relax-
ation to (13) is the minimization of absolute sum of the shrinkage residuals
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
si
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0,
(14)
which is also a robust estimation of the model parameters θ.
8.1 Minimizing diversity of residuals
The difference between the objective of (13) and (14) is in how they “count” the coef-
ficients s, affects the magnitude of the optimized s. Specifically, the larger coefficients
are penalized more heavily in (14) than smaller coefficients, unlike in (13) where posi-
tive magnitudes are penalized equally. Intuitively, therefore, in the solution of (13), the
shrinkage residuals will be less diverse (more concentrated) than the shrinkage residuals
in the solution of (14).
We demonstrate this observation in Figure 3, where we consider a line fitting prob-
lem. The solutions of Maxcon and a suboptimal solution are plotted along with the
histogram of the optimized shrinkage residuals. Clearly the shrinkage residuals corre-
sponding to the MaxCon solution are less diverse. This motivated us to seek a represen-
tation that aims to minimize diversity among the shrinkage residuals, with the ambition
that it would lead to the MaxCon solution (13).
8.2 Majorization and Schur-concavity
We follow the same notations and symbols used in [36] to develop the background on
majorization.
9 As the current section address some insights of the proposed method, only interested readers
are encouraged to go through this section, others are redirected to the results section 10 for
more results
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Fig. 3: Line fitting problem: (a) and (b) are the MaxCon solution and a suboptimal
solution. Circled data are those with non-zero shrinkage residuals, i.e., the identified
outliers; (c) and (d) are the corresponding histograms of the non-zero shrinkage residu-
als.
Definition 2. A preordering ≺ on the non-negative orthant Rn+ is defined for s, t ∈
Rn+ ⊂ Rn by
s ≺ t if
{∑k
i=1 sbic ≤
∑k
i=1 tbic, k = 1, . . . , n− 1∑n
i=1 sbic =
∑n
i=1 tbic
where sbic and tbic denotes the non-increasing arrangements10 of the elements of s and
t. We say s is majorized by t if s ≺ t.
When s ≺ t, s is more diverse than t or, equivalently t is more concentrated than
s. Let us denote the sequence of partial sums by Ssbkc, i.e., Ssbkc =
∑k
i=1 sbic. Then
the majorization order can also be rewritten as
s ≺ t if
{
Ssbkc ≤ Stbkc, k = 1, . . . , n− 1
Ssbnc = Stbnc
The Lorentz curve is a plot of Ssbkc against k. Clearly, if the Lorentz curve of Ssbkc
lies under the Lorentz curve of Stbkc everywhere, then s ≺ t. Two vectors cannot be
related by the majorization if the corresponding Lorentz curves intersect. In Fig. 4, we
demonstrate the properties of Lorentz curves.
It can be easily proved that the preorder ≺ defined above is also a partial order rela-
tion. i.e.≺ is not only reflexive and transitive but also antisymmetric.
10 i.e., an arrangements of elements of the vector s, so that sb1c ≥ sb2c ≥ sb2c . . . ≥ sbnc
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Fig. 4: Different Lorentz Curves for a population of size n = 25. The curve corresponds
to maximum diversity is Le. L1, L2 and L3 curves correspond to the vectors s1, s2 and
s3 where s1 ≺ s2 and s1 ≺ s3, i.e., s1 represents the minimum diversity among them.
Since the curves L2 and L3 intersect, the corresponding vectors s2 and s3 cannot be
ordered by majorization.
We prove the following theorem which relates the key ideas of the current work.
Theorem 3. Let s and t be the shrinkage residuals corresponding to two different so-
lutions of (13). If s ≺ t, then the number of inliers of the solution corresponding to t
is greater than or equal to the number of inliers of the solution corresponding to s. The
converse is not generally true.
Proof. Let us assume that the solution corresponding to s contains more inliers than the
solution corresponding to t while s ≺ t, i.e.,
n∑
i=1
1(si = 0) >
n∑
i=1
1(ti = 0) (15)
as inliers corresponds to coefficients si = 0. Let c =
∑n
i=1 1(si = 0) then the above
implies
0 =
n∑
i=n−c+1
sbic <
n∑
i=n−c+1
tbic. (16)
Further assume that Ss and St are normalized into sum to one. i.e.
1 =
n∑
i=1
sbic =
n∑
i=1
tbic. (17)
Then subtracting (16) from (17),
1 =
n−c∑
i=1
sbic >
n−c∑
i=1
tbic, (18)
which contradicts the Definition 2 for s ≺ t.
Conversely, for the case when the solution corresponding to t contains more inliers
than the solution corresponding to s and the respective Lorentz curves Lt & Ls inter-
sects, then s & t are not related by majorization order. uunionsq
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The theorem above effectively says that the MaxCon solution is the least diverse
among all possible set of residuals that related by the partial order ≺. i.e., if we could
minimize the diversity over the constraints in (13), hopefully, we end up with the Max-
Con solution.
Definition 3. A function φ : Rn+ → R is said to be Schur-concave if φ(s) ≥ φ(t)
whenever s ≺ t and strictly Schur-concave if in addition φ(s) > φ(t) when s is not a
permutation of t.
Theorem 4. Let I ⊂ R be an open interval and let the function φ : In → Rn be con-
tinuously differentiable. Then φ is Schur-Concave on In if it is permutation symmetric
(i.e. φ(s) = φ(P s) for any permutation matrix P ) and satisfies Schur’s condition
(si − sj)
(
∂φ(s)
∂si
− ∂φ(s)
∂sj
)
≤ 0,∀i, j = 1, . . . , N. (19)
Furthermore, as φ(x) is assumed to be permutation symmetric, the above would be true
if it holds for a single pair (i, j) of specific values. See [36] for the proof.
Schur-concavity is well-known necessary condition for a function φ to be a good
measure of diversity [36]. This class of functions maintain the preordering in reverse
order. Thus a reasonable approach to maximizing the size of the inlier set is to mini-
mize the diversity of shrinkage residuals (Theorem 3), as measured by a Schur-concave
function φ.
8.3 Diversity measures
As motivated in the previous section, our task is to find a suitable choice of a Schur-
concave function and minimize the corresponding objective function with the con-
straints in (13). We consider the Gaussian entropy measure and signomial diversity
measure [37].
Definition 4. The Gaussian entropy measure of diversity is
Gγ(s) =
n∑
i=1
log(si + γ), γ > 0. (20)
The Gaussian entropy [37,38] has been studied for γ = 0. We introduce a small positive
number γ to ensure that the measure is bounded from below. This damping factor can
also be observed as the regularization of the optimization [21]. In the following, we
further prove that Gγ satisfies Schur’s condition (19).
Theorem 5. Gγ is strictly Schur-concave on the non-negative orthant Rn+.
Proof. LetP be a permutation matrix defined on a scalar vector s ∈ Rn+. Then,Gγ(P s) =∑n
i=1 log(pis+ γ) =
∑n
i=1 log(si + γ) = Gγ(s), where pi is the i
th row of P . Hence
Gγ is permutation symmetric.
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For any pair of components (i, j) of a vector s ∈ Rn+ and for γ > 0,
(si − sj)
(
∂Gγ(s)
∂si
− ∂Gγ(s)
∂sj
)
=− (si − sj)
2
(si + γ)(sj + γ)
≤ 0, since si, sj ≥ 0
(21)
The above would strictly follow the relation (19) if si 6= sj .
uunionsq
The above sigmoid measure have been utilized for the derivations of the proposed
method IR-LP.
8.4 M-estimators for robust statistics
In the context of other robust estimators such as M-estimators [2], iteratively reweighted
least squares (IRLS) is well established as the optimizer. There are some recent meth-
ods [39, 40] that utilizes IRLS for different geometric problems. However, there are
fundamental and practical reasons to consider alternatives to IRLS for solving the Max-
Con problem. M-estimators are well-studied in the field of robust statistics [2]. The
M-estimate is obtained as
argmin
θ
n∑
i=1
h ◦ r(θ;xi), (22)
where h (called the M-estimator) is a symmetric, non-negative function with a unique
minimum at zero. Standard M-estimators include Huber, Cauchy and Tukey robust
costs; see Figure 5. To solve (22), the classical IRLS method sequentially solves the
weighted least squares problem
θ(l+1) := argmin
θ
n∑
i=1
w
(l)
i r(θ;xi)
2,
w
(l)
i :=
h′(r(θ(l);xi))
r(θ(l);xi)
,
(23)
where h′ is the derivative of h. Aftab and Hartley [40] established the required proper-
ties of h for IRLS to converge to a minimum of (22). Note that there exists a closed form
solution for each iteration of IRLS [25] procedure under the linear residuals. Therefore,
it is fast in linear case.
Clearly, (22) reduces to MaxCon (P2, main manuscript) if h is defined as
h(r) = 1(r > ); (24)
see Figure 5 for a plot of h. However, h does not satisfy the known properties of M-
estimators for IRLS to guarantee convergence; see [40, 41] for details. Observe that we
cannot even obtain useful weights in (23) since h′ is not defined everywhere, and where
it is defined, h′(r) = 0.
Under the proposed choice of M-estimator h – the formulation reduces to `0 mini-
mization of shrinkage residuals. We derive IRLS in terms of these shrinkage residuals in
section 9. However, under linear residuals, unlike (23), no closed form solution exists.
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Fig. 5: Different M-estimators h(r) used for robust estimation including `1-norm and
`2-norm of the shrinkage residuals.
9 Iterative Reweighted `2 methods
Iterative reweighted least squares methods have been employed in [15, 16] for the re-
finement of the suboptimal RANSAC solutions. However, reweighted least squares is a
well-known non-robust method [39, 40] and we could certainly utilize similar idea and
minimize the least squares of shrinkage residuals instead. i.e.,
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
s2i ,
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0,
(25)
which is also a convex optimization problem even under the linear residuals. However,
again (25) is a non-robust estimator according to the criterion for a robust estimator
in [40]; see Shrinkage `2 in Figure 5.
Let us robustify (25) in the following manner
min
θ, s
n∑
i=1
log(s2i + γ)
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0.
(26)
which is also a smooth surrogate of MaxCon (P2, main manuscript).
It can be verified easily that the KKT conditions, for (θ∗, s∗) to be a solution of (26),
are the same as the weighted version of the least squares (25) of the shrinkage residuals
with weight wi := (s∗i
2 + γ)−1. This leads to an IRLS estimation that minimizes (26)
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as follows
(θ(l+1), s(l+1)) := argmin
θ, s
n∑
i=1
w
(l)
i s
2
i
subject to r(θ;xi) ≤ + si, si ≥ 0,
w
(l)
i := (s
(l)
i
2
+ γ)−1.

(S2)
Each iteration of (S2) is a quadratic program (QP) under linear or quasiconvex residuals.
In the main draft of the paper, we call this method as IR-QP. Note that there is no
closed form solution exists of each iteration and one needs to solve a convex quadratic
program.
For gγ(x) = log(x2 + γ), g′′γ (x) = − 2(x
2−γ)
(x2+γ)2 . Thus, gγ(x) is convex in (0,
√
γ]
and concave in [
√
γ,∞). Therefore, it is unknown whether (S2) converges to a min-
imum of MaxCon (P2, main manuscript). The convergence analysis of the proposed
method (S1) is addressed in the main manuscript. From a practical standpoint, while
the formulations of (S1, main manuscript) and (S2) are quite similar, there are signifi-
cant differences stated as follows:
– For each iteration, the objective of (S1, main manuscript) is linear while the objec-
tive of (S2) is quadratic. Therefore, under linear residuals, (S1, main manuscript) is
an LP and (S2) is a QP. LPs are often faster than QPs.
– It is well established that `1 norm minimization tends to produce sparse results
compared to `2 norm.
Experimentally, we observed that (S1, main manuscript) very frequently outperforms
(S2) given the same initializations.
10 Additional Results
To evaluate the proposed method IR-LP, in addition to the experiments in the main
paper, a number of experiments have been performed on synthetic and real datasets.
We compared IR-LP against state-of-the-art approximate methods for MaxCon, with
different initializations. e.g.,
– RANSAC + IR-LP: Proposed method IR-LP is initialized by the RANSAC solu-
tion. The runtime of RANSAC + IR-LP includes the runtime of IR-LP. The method
is executed 100 times and the average number of inliers found and the runtime are
displayed in the table.
– `1+IR-LP: Proposed method IR-LP is initialized by the solution of iterative `1 [18].
The runtime of `1+IR-LP includes the runtime of IR-LP.
– `∞+IR-LP: Proposed method IR-LP is initialized by the solution of iterative `∞ [31].
The runtime of `∞+IR-LP includes the runtime of IR-LP.
– We also apply a locally optimized method LO-IR-LP, where we apply IRL1 for
every successful RANSAC iterations. i.e., we apply IR-LP to refine the best solu-
tion found so far in RANSAC iterations. The maximum number of iterations were
chosen to be 5 for the inner loop.
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From the tables, it is very clear that proposed IR-LP refines the outputs of the other
methods with great extend. Overall LO-IR-LP produces better solution than RANSAC,
however, we observe that better solution could be obtain by the refinement of the origi-
nal RANSAC.
Proposed method produces good results with almost any choice of initialization for
homography estimation. It also produces much better solution for fundamental matrix
estimation under a descent initialization. `1+IR-LP does not work very well with poor
initializations (iterative `1 [18]). However, `∞+IR-LP works very well under relatively
beter initializations (iterative `∞ [31]).
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